UHW is our voice for negotiating great contracts and standing up for better patient care. But Andy Stern and SEIU are trying to take over our union. They want to negotiate underhanded deals with our employers and settle for lower standards for patients and workers. They've been holding sham hearings for months: first to tear our union apart, and now to oust the leaders we elected and install their own appointees. Andy Stern's final hearing on taking over our union is scheduled for Nov 12-14.

“Stern wanted a quick takeover with no one watching. But we made our voices heard and forced them to hold a second hearing. Now we’re going to bring this fight to their front door!”

Robert Hernandez, Clerk, Kaiser Baldwin Park

NOW’S THE TIME TO STAND UP AND DEFEND OUR UHW!

_____YES, I’ll attend the Wednesday Nov 12 Rally

RALLY LOCATION:  ____Los Angeles  ____Oakland  ____Sacramento

_____YES, I want to take a UHW bus to the rally

Name: ___________________________________ Facility: ___________________________________

Cell Phone (area code): (______)___________________ Email: ___________________________________

Yes, add me to action updates: ___ Email  ___ Text Message.

Please return sign up to your steward or field rep or fax to 323-721-3538.

DON’T FORGET: Sign the petition to the SEIU International Executive Board, telling them to stop the political attacks on UHW—the strongest voice for healthcare workers in California.

www.seiu-uhw.org